Ford escape sport trac

The first mid-sized pickup truck produced by Ford, the Sport Trac was marketed from the to the
model years skipping the model year. Produced over two generations, the Ford Explorer Sport
Trac shared its chassis and much of its body from the Ford Explorer SUV with the pickup truck
bed designed specifically for the model line. As Ford developed the fifth-generation Ford
Explorer SUV for the model year, the Sport Trac was phased out of the model line, with
production ending in October Closely matching the Sport Trac in size, the fourth-generation
Ford Ranger serves the same market function in its SuperCrew four-door crew cab
configuration. To accommodate for the addition of a pickup bed, the wheelbase of the Explorer
Sport Trac was lengthened from As with the Ford Explorer and Ford Explorer Sport, rear-wheel
drive was standard, with ControlTrac four-wheel drive as an optional powertrain configuration.
A hp SOHC 4. A five-speed manual transmission was standard, with a five-speed automatic
transmission available as an option. During the model year, the 4. For , the chassis was given
four-wheel disc brakes replacing rear drum brakes with the rear discs being the largest offered
on a solid rear axle Explorer The fuel tank was also enlarged from 20 gallons to 22 gallons. Built
on a lengthened Ford Explorer chassis, the Sport Trac was constructed using parts from three
Ford vehicles, with the addition of model-specific pickup truck bed. Sharing the front fascia and
fenders with the two-door Explorer Sport, the four-door cab was constructed from the four-door
Ford Explorer with modified rear doors. Designed specifically for the Sport Trac, the inch long
[1] pickup bed was constructed entirely of plastic composite material; the tailgate was shared
with the Ford F SuperCrew. To add additional load space for the shortened pickup bed, Ford
offered a metal load extender to be used with the tailgate. Another option included a removable
hard plastic tonneau cover for the pickup bed. Sharing its interior with the two-door and
four-door Explorer which shared much of its dashboard with the Ranger , the Sport Trac
retained the fold-down rear seats of the four-door Explorer to expand storage space. A full
rubber floor was standard as in base-trim pickup trucks , with berber-style carpet floor mats.
The Sport Trac was configured with a power-retractable "Breezeway" rear window a feature last
used by Ford on the Mercury line in place of a sliding rear window. In another revision, the
B-pillars were changed from black to body-colored. For , the gray bumpers and side skirts were
darkened in color; a new option offered body-color bumpers and side skirts. After skipping the
model year, the new design was released as for the model year. As part of the redesign, the
wheelbase was stretched to In a break from its predecessor, the Sport Trac adopted the
four-wheel independent suspension of the Ford Explorer; with the exception of the Honda
Ridgeline and Hummer H1 , the Sport Trac became the first pickup truck with such a suspension
layout. As a standard engine, the second-generation Sport Trac retained the 4. For the first time
the Sport Trac offered a V8 engine option, the hp 4. The five-speed manual transmission was
discontinued, with the 5R55W five-speed automatic becoming standard equipment with the 4.
Again derived from a lengthened Ford Explorer, the second-generation Sport Trac was fitted
with a plastic composite pickup truck bed. As the two-door Ford Explorer Sport was
discontinued in , the second-generation Sport Trac adopted the front fascia of the four-door
Explorer. In a minor styling shift, while the large front fender flares were withdrawn, the rear
ones continued, styled similar to the F FlareSide pickup bed. Largely sharing its rear doors with
the Ford Explorer with a lack of a rear wheel cutout in the lower corners, due to the longer
wheelbase , the Sport Trac retained a Hofmeister kink in the rear quarter windows. As with its
predecessor, the Sport Trac retained the power-retractable "breezeway" rear window. For , the
Adrenalin appearance package see below was added, along with the addition of SYNC as an
infotainment media system. On the Sport Trac, the XLT mid-range on the Explorer served as the
standard trim level, with the Limited serving as the upgraded trim level. Along with the
standardization of many optional features of the XLT, the monochromatic Limited replaces the
chrome grille and black lower body trim of the XLT with a body-color grille and trim. Powered by
a supercharged version of the 4. While the SVT-supercharged V8 was not included, many
design elements of the model were included, including its blacked-out headlights, black grille,
model-specific bumpers, model-specific front fenders distinguished by side vents ,
monochromatic interior trim, integrated running boards, and inch alloy wheels. From Wikipedia,
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Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. That's why we never
charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able
to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride.
Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process
designed to keep you safe. We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the
lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended
warranties available. Please contact our sales department for more information about this
vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a week! But this place
should be named The worse way to wholesale autos. I walked in Jan. I told him my desired car
and what I have to trade in. I can not make this up. I snatched up my keys and walked out of
there not looking back. We are offering at home delivery on this vehicle to you! Why buy this
vehicle? Features including.. You're looking for a car that ranks best in price and mileage?
Luckily for you, we use Live Market Pricing which saves you money. Live Market Pricing
eliminates the guesswork and hours of research because we price our cars haggle-free and well
below market value. Ask for your pricing summary today! Call NOW for availability!!!! Take the
stress out of getting a good deal on your next car. See our lowest price upfront No hassle-No
haggle pricing Commission-free sales team 7-day return policy Hundreds of 5 star Google
reviews. This Ford Explorer Sport Trac Limited is an incredibly versatile vehicle that is a must
have for any family. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low
mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Ford Explorer Sport
Trac. Its versatile setup includes seating for up to five passengers with cargo capacity similar to
a short-bed pickup. It has electronic stability control and side air bags, both features that are
not widely available on pickups, and has a four-wheel independent suspension, for better
handling and a smoother ride. Interesting features of this model are better ride and handling
relative to pickups, standard safety features, Convenient mix of SUV and pickup, and lofty
towing ability. We offer transparency with the opportunity to build your deal online, buy from
home, or visit one of our clean, state of the art Ressler facilities. We also offer remote test
drives and vehicle delivery within the Gallatin Valley. No way I will ever recommend or use
Ressler in my life. We pride ourselves on the vehicles we have for sale and do our best to
accurately describe them. All of our Used Vehicles are Maryland State Inspected, which is one
of the most rigorous inspections in the nation! We pride ourselves on making sure every
customer has a great buying experience with us! Need financing? We do that too!!! Hagerstown
Ford works with a multitude of banks to give you the best choice for your financing needs.
Hagerstown Ford was very accommodating and willing to help us in anyway we needed. Our
Salesman Tom even came in on his day off to help us finalize the sale. This low mileage Ford
Explorer Sport Trac has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Strengths
of this model include better ride and handling relative to pickups, standard safety features,
Convenient mix of SUV and pickup, and lofty towing ability. Please consult your selected dealer.
Salim Adil last month. Adil is very professional and caring person. He made the process very
easy for me to follow and my all experience was very goo! I highly recommend him to anyone
who is looking for a friendly and professional sales person. Contact the dealer for delivery
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accidents. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 93 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Wish They
Still Made 'em. Hard to find these days with low miles. We found ours with just on the odometer
about miles east of us in the Houston area. It was basically a garage queen; paint,
undercarriage, and interior like new. Hard to negotiate price because these are in demand; after
a couple days of negotiating, we met at a reasonable price. Happy to discover the Sport Trac
comes standard-equipped with a tow package including a 3. The unit weighs just under 3, lbs.
Installed a weight control hitch and were happy to discover how easily the truck handles the
combined load of just under 4, lbs. Towing MPG is around Heard a rumor last week that Ford
will reintroduce the Ranger and a new Bronco in Hope the Ranger is also equipped for light
towing. The Sport Trac is, in my opinion, one of the best engineered products Ford ever
designed. Wish they would introduce it instead of the Ranger, but I guess they know what
they're doing Read more. Read less. Learn more about the Ford Explorer Sport Trac. The used
Ford Explorer Sport Trac received an average score of 4. Where to buy a used Ford Explorer
Sport Trac? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found

the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Ford Explorer Sport Trac.
Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of
customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when
buying a used Ford Explorer Sport Trac. Edmunds found 7 Great, 6 Good, and 3 Fair deals near
you, so you can be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer
reviews to find common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the
used Ford Explorer Sport Trac you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing.
Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Ford Explorer Sport
Trac will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Ford Explorer Sport Trac available at
Edmunds, 3 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to
describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up. Well-dressed marketing gurus want you to
believe that owning a rugged SUV with a 4x4 option will allow you to be young and in vogue
with an active lifestyle. The "live young" marketing scheme has worked because consumers are
buying the idea--the prospect--of being able to go off-road even if they never actually do. A 4x4
is rarely purchased with the intention of being used seriously off-road. So if you're wondering
why most automakers got on that "more carlike" train, the reason is not surprising--if they make
products that look like 4x4s but ride and drive like cars, then consumers will consume. Because
only 10 percent of 4x4 owners demand that 4x4s be capable off-road as well as on, well
Purchasing trends have forced a movement toward single-speed transfer case options such as
in the Ford Escape. And because two-speed transfer cases have been around since the early s
we thought we'd take a closer look at the differences between old and new, single- and
two-speed 4x4 options. Graciously, Ford let us examine the differences between two of its more
popular models--the 4x4 single-speed Escape and two-speed Borg Warner ed Explorer Sport
Trac--to examine their differences. One-Track Mind Single-Speed Transfer Caseolgy The best
way to describe how a single-speed transfer case works is to first know how a two-speed works.
If you don't already know how one works, go to the "Power Splitter Basics" sidebar.
Single-speeds are similar to two-speeds in that they offer a 4-Hi. What that means is that there is
no low-range gear reduction inside the single-speed case. It also means that there is no locking
mechanism in the 4-Hi position to lock the differential and rear driveshafts together. With most
single-speed cases there is a differential action that occurs between the front and rear
driveshafts. The RBC is located at the end of a two-piece driveshaft mounted in front of the rear
differential. Even when equipped with the 4WD system, the Escape's design, capability, and
suspension is inclined to provide better handling and traction control on paved roads than
off-road. It's clear that the Escape isn't designed to be a hard-core off-roader. Given this
decision and the soccer-mom craze, it's very likely that single-speed will be seen more and
more on concrete mountains. This lower ratio transfers extra torque and a slow output speed to
the wheels. A part-time transfer case locks the front axle driveshaft to the rear axle driveshaft.
This forces all of the wheels to turn at the same speed--Ta-duh! That's the 4x4 magic. In the
Sport Trac, as in many other two-speed transfer-cased vehicles, there are three settings: 2WD
for normal driving; 4WD-Hi for slippery surfaces at higher speeds; and 4WD-Lo for slow speed
heavy snow, and off-road terrain. Explorer's Control Trac four-wheel-drive system is designed
to improve traction where traction is limited. Via a rotary knob, the system's "auto" setting
operates with sensors that measure and compare front and rear driveshaft speeds and throttle
position, and the system computes the mathematical formula to determine how much torque to
send to each axle. These calculations are made 50 times per second, to signal an
electromagnetic clutch to adjust the transfer case bias and redirect torque. If the rear wheels
lose traction, the optimal amount of torque for the situation is transferred to the front axle--up to
lb-ft. In 4-Hi the system locks the front and rear driveshafts together to provide traction at all
four wheels. In 4-Lo the system locks the front and rear driveshafts together but adds a 2. By
virtue of its design, a chaindrive transfer case transfers power coming from the engine and
transmission to the differential gears in the axles, which then redirect the power to the four
wheels of the vehicle under perfect conditions. Each of the four wheels is responsible for 25
percent of the torque created by the engine, transmission, transfer case, and axles. Because
each tire has only 25 percent, as opposed to 50 percent in a 2WD, it is much less likely for the
tires to break loose. That's why a 4WD can climb much steeper grades than a 2WD. Power
comes in through the output of the transmission through the gear reducing planetary gears to
turn the rear driveshaft. When 4-Hi or 4-Lo is engaged, the shaft turns the chaindrive note that
there are varieties of this design and forces the front driveshaft to turn allowing power to be
transferred to the front wheels. A four-wheel-drive system will always have more traction than a
two-wheel-drive system because it applies power to all four wheels. This is very beneficial for
vehicles that venture off-road. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Wendy Frazier
Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. A majority of all used US imports

have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

